
After a long winter, spring – time of renewal, time for new things – has finally come 
and CEO-CF headed to conquer the East… 
 

First Community Meeting in 
Budapest – great city with an 
unspeakable language ;-) but so 
welcoming people ! Thanks to our 
Hungarian members (Andreas, István, 
Péter and Ernö) doors opened easily to 
prepare this event on the banks of the 
Danube. 

 
Two very different evening locations:  
Iguana restaurant for the first evening to reconnect with the community in a relaxed 
and cool environment – Mexican food, Corona & Tequila…. Members, seated per 
trust group, could easily take up their conversations where they have left them last 
time to warm up for the two days of collaboration to follow.  
 

  

Vendéglö a KísBiróhoz for a delicious gastronomic dinner on Thursday where we 
were lucky to count Dave Darsch, founder of CEO-CF, and his wife Lisa amongst our 
members and guests. 
 

 

 
 

First time Polo chaired Group 3 – smooth transition from long-time group chair 
David Frodsham with very successful take-over. The group continued its bonding and 
again developed a great working environment. 
 



 

 

 

 
 

First time only member content – 
delivered on the first day by Woody 

Allen and Michael Sharples who made 
us reflect about the future of our 

economic systems. The outcomes were 
interesting … and surprising. 

 
 

 

On Friday, GDPR panel discussion with 
legal expert Constantin Pavleas, David 
Burger, István Lám and Sam 
Guilaumé to best face the upcoming 
deadline in May. 

 
First time in CEO-CF 2.0 that we 

could celebrate a birthday – Montserrat 
blew her candle to the sound of CEO-
CF chorus. 

 
 

 

The two days were filled with 16 CEO-
Challenges, 3 Cross Group Challenges, CEO-Issues, 
perfectly integrated guests and last but not least 1 Open 
Challenge presented by Alumni Margaret Ann Dowling 
to the whole community. 

 
Wow, with all this commitment and condensed brain power the meeting flew 

by… and we look forward to see you again in Lisbon, June 6-8 ! 


